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The TeMana Stars event in Milan may have been a few weeks ago, 

but IPCs have continued raving about it, and are applying the things 

they learned into their businesses with great success. Here’s some 

more feedback from IPCs around the world.

Adél Lukács (Hungary): “It was a great honor to 

participate at the TeMana Stars event organized 

at the capital of fashion, Milan. The structure 

of the training, the topics, the presenters – all 

professional! I learned a LOT from every presenter, 

IPC leaders working at different parts of the world.

Kelly Olsen highlighted how important it is to develop leaders 

through duplication. The growth of our business happens via 

building leaders. Key leaders advance the business and product 

sales. This is why it matters what kind of a leader are you, and 

how you develop yourself and other leaders. We need to map 

who wants to work from the team, who wants to be a key leader.  I 

heard about the importance of segmenting. I really liked the sales 

approach that I learned there: ‘We do not want to sell; we want 

to make people happy and beautiful.’ Eighty percent of beauty 

comes from the inside, and 20 percent depends on cosmetics. 

Let’s capitalize on this 20 percent because we hold a high-quality 
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cosmetic line in our hands! I learned 

how important it is to give consultation 

before our customer starts to use the 

products.

There was huge emphasis on follow-

up – this is where most of us make a 

mistake by skipping it. 

Mario DiLuigi held a 12-point makeup 

sales presentation, and described 

the techniques of selling makeup. 

According to him, how we look when 

we want to make a sale is the most 

important. We have to become icons 

for our clients. It was a great pleasure 

to visit b. kolor where we could see 

with our own eyes how the products 

are manufactured. We learned about 

the secrets of makeup from Mario’s 

team. With the gifted products, tools 

and makeup artists, we prepared 

professional make up for ourselves. I 

have to admit, I really felt great wearing 

makeup!

I learned a lot during the training. I 

was impressed by the TeMana Silk 

CC Cream and the AA Serum and the 

before/after photos. I came home 

with a lot of information, newness, 

impressions and great plans from this 

wonderful training.”

Erika Lőrincz 
(Hungary): “The 

TeMana Stars 

event held at the 

capital of fashion 

allowed a sneak 

peek to a magical 

world. Kelly Olsen opened the training 

with his to-the-point presentation. 

IPC leaders held presentations, 

sharing with us how they work. All 

presenters put a big emphasis on 

segmenting. Their goal-oriented 

view and dedication impressed me. 

The enthusiasm of Japanese and 

Taiwanese colleagues got me, and 

the presentation of Valencia Pamphile 

and Venus Escumbise from the U.S. 

showed professionalism. Venus talked 

about conversion and highlighted the 

emotional connection with the products 

and follow-up, where most of us make 

a mistake. Valencia’s financial freedom 

presentation put TeMana products in 

focus and said that we should think of 

this brand as a stream of income. 

Mario DiLuigi’s 12 points described the 

sales of makeup techniques. According 

to him, the most important thing is 

how we look, what we radiate, what 

message our appearance sends. We 

were honored to visit the b. kolor facility 

and I understood why Morinda chose 

b. kolor. Mario’s team introduced us to 

the world of makeup, and highlighted 

how important our looks are as we want 

to sell high-end cosmetics. I personally 

learned a lot, and felt great during the 

workshop.

Isami-san and the colleagues involved 

in Japanese development held a 

presentation about the TeMana Silk 

AA Serum. The pictures and graphs 

described the results and confirmed 

to me that I am at the best possible 

company. We know that 80 percent of 

beauty comes from inside – that is why 

we have noni juice. The rest is taken 

care of by TeMana.

Kelly’s closing presentation was based 

on the idea of duplication, highlighting 

the upbringing and education of leaders. 

These four days were magical for 

me, full of newness and valuable 

information which we also need to 

introduce in our lives and businesses.”

Réka Papp (Romania): 
“Similarly to 

Morinda University, 

the emphasis 

here was also 

on building new 

leaders in order to 

develop our business. Leaders look 

for and build leaders, not followers, as 

Kelly Olsen said.

The purpose of duplication is building 

leaders. Become the leader who is 

capable of building other leaders.

The purpose of the company with 

TeMana Stars was to help build a 

dynamically developing business with 

TeMana products, like we do with TNJ, 

without excluding it. This is doable only 

if you become such a leader who is 

capable of managing this, supporting 

IPCs envisioning the future with TNJ 

and also those who focus on beauty 

and TeMana. The ideal is for those 

IPCs to get to that point when they are 

able to build the business with both 

lines and duplicate – and this brings 

a breakthrough from the plateau, real 

dynamic growth and real financial 

freedom.

I believed in TeMana products from 

the first moment I was involved with 

Morinda. I was among the first people 

to try them, and I have used them ever 

since. This training put the TeMana 

products into a different light for me. It 

enriched me with such tools that – if 

I use them appropriately – can only 

benefit me. My belief was strengthened 

and I can finally express what I felt: 

why our product is so strong, why it 

is world-class, unique, sustainable 

and constantly able to renew. Simply 

because our miracle is in it: NONI. 



I would like to say thanks to Iván 

Pálinszki, our country manager, for the 

special opportunity and experience, 

and to Eszter Soos for the lot of help 

and to the ‘girls’ for the company.

I spent a wonderful week rich in 

experiences, learnings in the heart 

of Milan, in the neighborhood of the 

fantastic Duomo Cathedral!”

Mária Keresztes 
(Romania): “I found 

TeMana Stars to be 

the most amazing 

training. I enjoyed 

the new things very 

much. I prepared my first 

makeup. The products are fantastic. 

I liked the trip to b. kolor very much! 

I felt privileged to experience such 

an opportunity. We have role-model 

leaders who did their best again to give 

us the best and overwhelmed us with 

great gifts. I am thankful to Morinda 

because I can work among the proud 

members.”

Cynthia Craig 
(United States): 
“First, can I 

say location, 

location, location! 

It would’ve been 

amazing enough to 

be anywhere in Milan, but Morinda only 

knows how to do things at platinum-

level style; just one of the big reasons 

I love them so much! They take such 

great care of us, from A to Z! The Rosa 

Grand was an excellent choice of hotel 

and we were less than five minutes 

walking distance from simply every and 

anything anyone could’ve wanted in a 

Milano adventure. 

Next, the trainings that were conducted 

by true consultant leaders is something 

that I genuinely appreciate. There’s 

something about hearing the 

adversities and successes directly 

from IPCs who are actively in the field 

running their businesses and how they 

are handling objections from prospects 

– the nuts and bolts, day in and out in 

helping more people appreciate who 

we are as a company and how our 

products and business can enhance 

their lives. I love the strategies that were 

shared. Great information and additions 

to my own business-building activities.

Next, ALL the beautiful gifts and 

upcoming product reveals make me, 

as a consultant, feel so proud to be a 

part of and represent this company in 

such a great way.  I thoroughly enjoyed 

our opportunity to visit b. kolor.  It gave 

me an even greater appreciation for 

them as a company and all that goes 

on unbeknownst to customers and 

IPCs alike. Great to know that we are in 

business with such an incredible leader 

in the cosmetic industry. The on-stage 

demonstration and the hands-on 

training with such highly experienced 

artists blew me away.

Where can I end all this?  There’s so, 

so much more!  I love hanging out 

with all of you!  Dinner, gelato, laughs, 

just simply people getting to know 

people who share a common purpose. 

I genuinely love you all for who you are 

and how you go above and beyond with 

supporting us in our endeavors in the 

field.

It’s truly powerful and unique! I’m so 

blessed and grateful.

And I GRADUATED!  Yeah!  I love the 

name TeMana Star!  Now my entire 

focus and goal is to help people get 

there just like Morinda U. It’s all about 

helping others experience a true 

Morinda Life!”

Hsin-Wen Kang 
(Taiwan): “I learned 

a lot of makeup 

skills from Milan 

and gained a lot 

of confidence in 

selling TeMana Lips. I 

held a home party right after returning 

from Milan. I used the makeup kit we 

received on my downline and they saw 

the huge difference in themselves. This 

truly inspired my downline and they 

want to build their TeMana business 

and be invited to TeMana Stars next 

time!”

Li-Ling Hsu (Taiwan): 
“I learned a lot of 

skills for holding 

an effective 

home party. After 

returning to Taiwan, 

I demonstrated the 

TeMana 14 Days to Beautiful Skin pack 

on a new customer and recorded the 

before-and-after process in order to 

let her see the difference. Also, I asked 

her to share this video on her Facebook 

account. Now, I ask all of my downline 

members to hold home parties 

independently and use social media to 

share all the positive results in order to 

grow our business more rapidly.”

Chin-Ping Ho (Taiwan): 
“After returning 

from Milan, I held 

a TeMana home 

party immediately 

and applied the new 

skills that I learned 

from TeMana Stars. I demonstrated 



the product on a customer. After 

the demonstration, she purchased a 

14 Days to Beautiful Skin pack! The 

best lesson I learned from Milan is to 

duplicate successful experiences into 

my organization and to duplicate more 

leaders among my organization.”

Hsiu-Yun Chu 
(Taiwan): “I used 

to feel wearing 

makeup was 

troublesome. Now, 

I not only have a 

skincare regimen, but 

also wear makeup every day. TeMana 

has changed me a lot. I learned a lot 

of professional skills from TeMana 

Stars, which has given me more 

confidence on wearing more makeup. 

Also, it reminds me that we need 

to take before-and-after photos of 

customers in order to let them see the 

difference made by TeMana products.

Also, I learned from U.S. Black Pearl 

Valencia Pamphile that we need to 

duplicate ourselves and generate 

more leaders within our organization. 

Everyone says and does the same thing 

and goes the same direction. I want to 

continue to do the duplication among 

my organization in order to grow our 

business.”

Ching-Chih Hao 
(Taiwan): “I used to 

wear glasses without 

makeup. I learned 

how to wear TeMana 

Lips makeup from 

Mario in Milan. Now I 

love to wear makeup without wearing 

glasses. I feel I am more beautiful 

and have more confidence to share 

products, and my close rate is much 

higher now.

After returning from Milan, I held a 

TeMana home party and demonstrated 

the skills I learned in Milan. I recorded it 

on video and shared it on Facebook.”

MORINDA 
PREPARING 
MISS TAHITI 
CONTESTANTS 

As an official sponsor of the upcoming Miss 
Tahiti pageant, Morinda has taken it upon 
itself to help out the pageant contestants by 
giving them each a TeMana gift bundle! Each 
contestant received a TeMana Brightening 
Foundation Pack, a TeMana Brightening 
Advanced System Pack, a TeMana Lips gift 
set and a Morinda t-shirt.

The contestants were said to be really happy 
and excited to receive these gifts. One of 
them, in fact, had received TeMana samples 
last year and loves them. She even said they 
are magic!



The El Salvador market is one of Morinda’s newest 
ones, and it held its first-ever opportunity meeting 
last week. They are welcoming in new IPCs, creating 
momentum for the future. What an exciting time for El 
Salvador!

IPCs have raved not only about TeMana 
Noni + Collagen as a product, but also as a 
means of generating income. The following 
testimonial comes from Summer Estes:

“Noni + Collagen is a total game changer! 
Our team is having a BLAST working with a 

The El Salvador market is one of Morinda’s newest ones, and it held its 
first-ever opportunity meeting last week. They are welcoming in new IPCs, 
creating momentum for the future. What an exciting time for El Salvador!

EL SALVADOR HITS A SIGNIFICANT 
MILESTONE

“NONI + COLLAGEN IS A TOTAL GAME CHANGER!” 

EL SALVADOR HITS A SIGNIFICANT MILESTONE

• Japan’s Morinda University event last month attended by 
86 IPCs

• Peru announces grand opening of IPC office in Jaen

• Mexico finishes April at 112% of their sales goal, despite 
challenges of Holy Week, a traditionally slow period  
in April

• Morinda Mexico rejoins Mexican Direct Sales Association

• North American region reports highest revenue month 
since April 2018

• North American enrollments up over March, continuing 
impressive upward trend

• Joy Yen, General Manager of the Taiwan office, joins MLM 
Magazine for a Facebook Live event

• Taiwan’s Mother’s Day promotion leads to record sales

Spotlight  
Around the World
Around the world incredible things are going 
on with Morinda. Here’s a quick rundown of 
several of the exciting things.

product line that people are so excited to 
consume and distribute. Noni + Collagen is 
a product that spans generations, genders 
and geographic boundaries, creating health 
and wealth opportunities that you can’t help 
but get excited about!”


